Market

Avalon Production is the biggest promoter and
executive production company in Macedonia and
is one of the most successful promoter companies
in the whole Balkan. The operation in this sphere is
a constant challenge, since every venture implies
addressing the potential audience all over again.
The fact that every project causes to restart the
communication, is also a great advantage because
for a company of this size, the target groups, the
distribution networks, number of associates, as well
the locations and the type of work, literally have
no limitations.

Achievements

The greatest achievement is to create and maintain
a company which will function successfully in the
turbulent music business, especially on the unstable
Balkan region. The music as a profession
intertwines the art and the industry, and Avalon
Production skillfully finds the balance which allows
the existence in the world of business without
compromising the essential values of the end
product. The specificity of this area allows some
measurable and non-measurable success indicators.
The number of over 150 realized concerts and 36
albums means that there is a large number of
satisfied listeners, sold tickets, successful
collaboration, a positive response from the public,
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and above all – sharing unique experiences with
the audience.
Increasing the list of desires without selfimposed limitations and almost removing the
word “impossible” from use, with its work
Avalon changed the way the audience and the
media in Macedonia think regarding the music
business and the opportunity for it to be
presented in a world class manner in our region.
Avalon production is the only company in its
field which was chosen to be a Superbrand, by
the global Superbrands organization.

History

Avalon production is a Macedonian company,
established in 1993 by Milosheski Boban and
Daniel.
The success so far is a true example that
the company is worth as much as the people in
it. The driving force of the small, but well
coordinated team, comprised by Boban and
Daniel Milosheski, Mishko Karadzoski, Filip
Nikolovski and Denis Ilioski, is the love for music
and the desire for the quality to be transferred
to as many fans as possible in this region.
The beginnings were dedicated to the
organization of concerts of domestic and
ex-Yugoslavian artists in Macedonia, but since
2000 and they announced licensed releases and

music albums from the exclusive artists of this
company. It is a period when the Macedonian
music industry reached the top. Avalon released
the debut album of their exclusive client at the
time, Toshe Proeski, under number 001, as their
first release, and right after that Toshe Proeski
became a real Balkan sensation. Avalon production
has spent years taking care of the career of one of
the most significant domestic rock bands, Area
(which participated in independent Macedonia), as
well as the Macedonian Pop-institution, Karolina
Goceva, whose albums have been sold in tens of
thousands of copies.
Since 2001, Avalon changed the orientation
towards
concerts of
leading
musicians and
directing its
work
exclusively
towards
promoting.
They have
cooperated
with the
greatest world
booking
agencies and
independently
realized top
concerts
throughout the
region.
The concert of Santana on the city stadium of
Skopje must be pointed out; the concert of Iron
Maiden in Belgrade as the greatest indoor show on
the Balkans of all times with 25,000 visitors; the
musical spectacle of Judas Priest and Whitesnake in
Belgrade, the incredible 11 concerts of Faithless all
over the Balkans, the excellent concert of Lenny
Kravitz in Ohrid set new records in ticket sales in
Macedonia; the last concert of Amy Winehouse
and of course the concerts of Bob Dylan,
undoubtedly the most significant living music
legend in the world.
One of Avalon Production’s more significant
success in the promoter work with Macedonian
artists, is of course the reunion of the Macedonian
band “Leb i Sol” in 2006, in the original cast: Vlatko
Stefanovski, Bodan Arsovski, Kokan Dimushevski
and Garabet Tavitjan and the organization of the
14 fantastic concerts on the territories of
ex-Yugoslavia.

Product

Each following concert or album is a new challenge
and a new story, and in this way it is a completely
new product with the signature of Avalon
Production. The work policy of Avalon is much
more of an enjoyment policy than a calculation,
since in this profession nothing can replace the

honest motivation for constant expansion of the
music horizons. The success of the projects already
made, imposes high criteria for every following
venture, and the dynamics of the company enables
us to quickly beat our own records.

Recent Developments

The development of the company is connected to
the continuous risk taking and the constant search
for what is worth listening. In this phase of its work,
Avalon Production first spread to Sophia, Ljubljana,
Zagreb and Bucharest, and lately centralized its
work in Belgrade. Among the more recent are the
collaborations with Faithless, The Prodigy, Pet Shop
Boys, Simple
Minds, Deep
Purple,
Whitesnake,
Apocalyptica,
Tiesto, Paul
Oakenfold,
Roger Sanchez,
Bryan Ferry &
Roxy Music,
Pink, Placebo,
Paul Van Dyk,
Lenny Kravitz,
James Blunt,
Simply Red,
David Byrne,
Santana,
George
Benson, Bob
Sinclar, Underworld, 50 Cent, Bob Dylan, Billy Idol,
Vanesa Mae, Guano Apes, Hurts, Joe Cocker, Amy
Winehouse, Moby, Judas Priest, and Jamiroquai.

Promotion

Information on the current projects is updated
through the electronic and printed media, as well
as directly through www.avalon.com.mk, and in
addition to this the company has direct
communication with the audience through the
social networks.
The brand becomes stronger with every
successful realization, so the attention is dedicated
timely and completely to the promotion of the
separate activities. It is natural to connect the
promotion and the characteristic of Avalon as a
production behind the impressive projects, and in
the course of time, Avalon is mentioned in world
class magazines such as Rolling Stone and
Audience.

Brand Values

In a short period of time, Avalon Production
managed to raise the criteria for organizing
concerts, tearing down the theory that the
entertainment industry in Macedonia is based on
improvisation. Following the world standards and
trends, for the choice of artists, as well as the
manner of the organization, Avalon has deservingly
gained the trust
of the concert
audience in the
region, as well as
the trust of the
world-wide
agencies, which
are too cautious
about who they
cooperate with
in unstable
regions such as
the Balkans.
The value of
this company is
directly linked to
the value of the
names which
cooperate with
it. The image of
the production
is conditioned by

the reputation of the artists whose concerts it
organizes, so in the period of constant decline of
the criteria in all spheres connected to the music
on the Balkans, Avalon stands out as a rare
example of a brand unpolluted by the “turbo-folk”
influences in every sense of the word.

www.avalon.com.mk
Things you didn't know about...

Avalon Production
The name of the company comes from the song
Avalon from Roxy Music, and at the concert in
Skopje in 2007 Bryan Ferry sang this song as a
surprise in honor of the fifteen year jubilee of
Avalon, although he hadn’t performed that song
in the past two years.
The concert of Roxy Music in Ohrid was the first
concert of a world famous rock artist, who was
decentralized in another city, in this case Ohrid.
ZZ Top, David Sylvian, George Benson, Diana
Krall, Amy Winehouse, Faithless, Moloco, are only
some of the artists, who thanks to Avalon
Production, made professional contact with the
Balkans as a market, for the first time in their
careers.
Before and after the show of Iron Maiden in the
Belgrade Fair, never before had 25,000 people
been gathered in indoor premises.
Avalon Production is the first company from
Macedonia which was the topic in world famous
music media, such as Rolling Stone and Audience!
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